INSTALLATION GUIDE
2015 - 2020 Chevrolet Tahoe
STANDALONE CARGO SECURITY COVER
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THESE COMPONENTS ARE REQUIRED
TO INSTALL THE STANDALONE CARGO SECURITY COVER

CSC5715S

I.

4CSCHK5715S

The following tools will be required to complete the installation
A.
B.

7/16” Socket / Wrench
10mm Socket

C.
D.

Phillips Screwdriver
8mm Hex Key

II. Read all instructions and refer to last page to ensure all parts were received

WARNING:

Locate All wiring, fuel lines, brake lines, coolant lines, and refrigerant lines before
drilling any holes or installing any self-drilling fasteners.

III. Front panel installation
A. Loosen all OEM fasteners holding the second row seat to the vehicle. Fully remove the (2) nuts closest to the
passenger and driver doors.
B. Lift the second row seats and place the lower support brackets [3B5714-001 and 3B5714-002] over the studs
closest to the doors (Fig 1). The brackets rest underneath the OEM seat frame. 3B5714-001 goes on the driver
side of the vehicle and 3B5714-002 goes on the passenger side.
C. Place the front panel [3CSC5715-10] inside the vehicle and align the (4) holes in the bottom flange with the
holes on the (2) brackets installed in the previous step. The front panel should lean backwards. Loosely fasten
using (4) [3X03] Phillips head screws (Fig 2).
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IV. Filler wing installation
3CSC5715-10
A. Line up the (3) holes in the side of the driver filler wing
[3CSC5715-14] with the (3) holes on the front driver side of the
front panel. Insert (3) [3X92] carriage bolts into the holes from
the front side of the components and loosely secure with (3)
[3x16Z] whiz nuts from the back side (Fig 3).
B. Repeat step A. for the passenger side using the passenger filler
wing [3CSC5715-13] and (3) more [3X92] carriage bolts and
[3X16Z] whiz nuts.

V. Bracket installation

3CSC5715-14

3X92

Figure 3

A. Locate OEM hole locations in the floor of the cargo area on the
driver side. Place a front support bracket [3CSC5716-04] over the forwardmost hole in the cargo area and attach to the floor with (1) [3X222] button head screw with
(1) [3X224] washer. Loosely secure in place.
3CSC5716-04
B. Place the center support bracket [3CSC5716-05] over the
OEM hole behind the one just used. Use another (1)
[3X222] button head screw with (1) [3X224] washer to
loosely secure.

3CSC5716-05

3CSC5716-07-PS
C. Place the rear side bracket [3CSC5716-07-DS] over the
second hole of the rear OEM trim. Secure in place with (1)
[3X248] bolt using a spacer [4G5070P13] between the
3CSC5716-07-DS
bracket and the trim. This bracket utilizes the OEM cargo
hook location.
Figure 4
D. Repeat steps A.-C. for the passenger side using brackets [3CSC5715-04], [3CSC5715-05], and [3CSC5716-07PS] and the same fasteners used on the driver side. See Figure 4 for bracket layout.

VI. Cross member installation
3CSC5716-03
A. Place the front cross member [3CSC5716-03] over the
tops of the front brackets already installed [3CSC571504]. Make sure that the (2) holes in the top of each of the
front brackets are aligned with the cross member (Fig 5).
Fasteners will be installed in a later step.
B. Place the rear cross member [3CSC5716-06] into position over the tops of the rear brackets already installed
[3CSC5716-07-DS],[3CSC5716-07-PS]. Make sure that the
hole in the top of each of the rear brackets is aligned with
the cross member (Fig 5). Fasteners will be installed in a
later step.

3CSC5716-04

Figure 5
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VII. Cargo shelf installation
3X03

A. Place the driver side cargo cover panel [3CSC5715-11] into
the driver side of the vehicle on top of the brackets, cross
members, the front panel, and the filler wing.
B. Align the (7) holes in the cargo cover panel with the corresponding holes in the brackets and crossmembers. Use (7)
Phillips head screws [3X03] to loosely secure the panel in
place (Fig 6). The rearmost inside screw requires (1) whiz
nut [3X16] in order to be secured.

Figure 6

C. Insert (4) carriage bolts [3X92] into the slots at the front of the cargo cover panel and loosely secure with (4)
whiz nuts [3X16Z] on the underside of the shelf (Fig 7).
D. Repeat step A.-C. for the passenger side using the passenger side cargo cover panel [3CSC5715-12], (7) [3X03]
Phillips head screws, (1) [3X16] whiz nut, (4) [3X92] carriage bolts, and (4) [3X16Z] whiz nuts.
E. On the under side of the shelf there are two flanges that need to be connected. Align the (3) holes and loosely
secure using (3) hex head screws [3X04] and (3) whiz nuts [3X16] (Fig 8).
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Figure 8

VIII.Finishing steps
A. All components aside from the rubber mat should now be loosely in place. Move and adjust the panels to
achieve the desired fitment.
B. Tighten all fasteners including the OEM fasteners for the second row seat.
C. Place the rubber mat on top of the shelf, align the (6) holes with the corresponding holes in the cover panels,
and use the (6) push-in plastic rivets [3X246] to secure.

Installation complete
If you have any problems with this installation or have any questions please call (800-480-6680)
and ask for technical assistance.
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